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Abstract
In this paper we consider a logical topology design problem on DWDM optical

networks where the traffic is quantized at sub-wavelength resolution and the criti-
cal factor to determine the fitness of a solution is the number of lightpaths required,
that is proportional to the number of hardware modules to handle the traffic.

The problem has been shown to be NP-hard. We review some of the previ-
ous work in the field, examine a number of regular but unsatisfactory solutions
and describe a greedy-based iterated heuristic belonging to theGRASPfamily to
minimise the number of lightpaths.

At the end we present some experimental results that compare ourGRASP
heuristic with other greedy-based methods and with regular topologies.
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1 Introduction

Significant advances in optical communications technology are leading to the creation
of optical Wide Area Networks (WANs) with large link capacity. With the introduc-
tion of the Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technology, the whole
bandwidth of every fiber is potentially available for transmission, as many indepen-
dent signals can be accommodated on the same physical link by using densely packed
adjacent wavelengths.

The link between two nodes in a WAN is composed of a thick bundle of fibers,
usually in the hundreds; commercial systems allowing a few hundreds of DWDM
wavelength carriers per fiber have already become available, and each carrier has a
data transmission speed of various Gigabits per second. On the other hand, every sin-
gle wavelength needs fairly expensive hardware equipment to be exploited (a tunable
laser, a photodetector, fast electronics).

However, many low-bandwidth applications do not require a whole wavelength
carrier; to allow a better traffic optimization link traffic should be quantized below the
wavelength level by using Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). Packing many traffic
units into less wavelengths is an effective way to reduce the number of hardware com-
ponents, and therefore to reduce the overall cost.

As a consequence, technological concerns shift from improving the amount of
bandwidth to the reduction of hardware cost through careful resource optimization.
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Figure 1: A network node.

Another advantage of the DWDM technology is that it allows a limited amount
of static routing without electronic conversion. When arriving at a node, the signal
traveling through a fiber is split into its component wavelengths (see Fig. 1). The
different wavelengths can be treated in a different way: some of them are converted
into electronic format for local treatment or for traditional routing, other wavelengths
are relayed through an internal fiber directly to an output fiber for retransmission. It is
possible to set up a so-calledlightpath, i.e. a direct connection between nonadjacent
nodes acting as a logical one-hop link, where all intermediate nodes are transparent to
it. Transparency of intermediate nodes is crucial in order to abstract the actual data
flow pattern, called thelogical or virtual topology and depending on lightpaths, from
thephysicalfiber connection layer [6].

Traffic handling techniques including multiplexing and conversions of signals are
collectively known asgrooming techniques (see for example [1]). In particular, in
the following sections the termgroomingwill refer to the act of merging many low-
bandwidth traffic connections into a single wavelength by way of TDM.

Most studies about grooming techniques are focused onto the current optical in-
frastructure based on SONET/SDH rings. Many problems are addressed in this con-
text. Among them, the above cited cost reduction problem has been introduced in
[9], [8] and [10], and a relevant research effort is still being spent on the subject with
the proposal and evaluation of heuristic methods [14, 18, 3, 5, 2, 19, 4] under various
assumptions about technological device availability, ring flexibility and traffic require-
ments. Grooming methods for general topologies have been discussed in [11], where
the problem is treated as an Integer Linear Program and solved as a multicommodity
flow problem for limited dimensions of the instances, and in [20] with a more detailed
formulation.

The focus of this work is to study the efficacy of greedy and iterated greedy algo-
rithms in a simplified context. Therefore we shall only consider logical topology de-
sign, with no concern about its implementation on the physical layer. In other words,
we assume that mapping a logical topology onto the physical layer is always feasible
as in [11]. In a practical application this can be the case if abundant fibers have been
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installed. In future extensions of this work we will consider problem formulations
where the actual realisation of the logical topology on a given physical topology is also
considered.

The problem of logical topology design originates from the introduction of ATM
networks and was recently boosted by the introduction of an optical layer in digital
packet-switched networks [7, 15] and, later, by the eventual introduction of all-optical
systems [13, 12] and by the strong need of a specific IP-aware optical infrastruc-
ture [17].

The proposed optimization technique, is based onGRASP(Greedy Randomized
Adaptive Search Procedure).GRASPis a metaheuristic for combinatorial optimization
that is usually implemented as a multistart procedure. Each iteration consists of a
construction phase, where a randomized greedy solution is constructed, and of a local
search phase which starts at the constructed solution and applies iterative improvement
until a locally optimal solution is found [16].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the optimization problem.
In Section 3 we analyse simple regular topologies and derive lower bounds. Next, in
Section 4 we introduce and discuss the optimization heuristics and we analyze experi-
mental results in Section 5.

2 Traffic grooming in logical topologies

Let’s consider a network withN nodes. We are not concerned with the physical topol-
ogy of the network, although we assume that it isconnected, i.e. that it is always
possible to establish a communication path between any two nodes.

We are also given a statictraffic patternin the form of a matrix(Tij) whose entry
Tij contains the number of traffic units required for communications from nodei to
nodej. A traffic unit is the unit of bandwidth considered, and all communication
requirements are given as multiples of it.

We want to set up alogical topology, i.e. a set of lightpaths between nodes, in order
to satisfy all traffic requirements, considering that every lightpath can carry at mostc
time-multiplexed traffic units.

Given a lightpathP from nodei to nodej , we define nodei as itssource, i =
src(P ), and the nodej as itsdestination, j = dest(P ). Many different lightpaths
may have the same source and destination, to fulfill traffic requirements. Achain of
lightpathsfrom nodei to nodej is a simple walk in the lightpath graph, i.e. a sequence
of lightpathsP = (P1, . . . , Pn) such that:

• the first lightpath originates from nodei: src(P1) = i,

• the last lightpath ends at nodej: dest(Pn) = j, and

• two subsequent lightpaths join at the same node:

∀k = 1, . . . , n− 1 dest(Pk) = src(Pk+1).

A traffic unit from nodei to nodej can be routed directly through a lightpath
established fromi to j, or it can be routed through a concatenation of lightpaths from
i to j. For example, ifN = 4 we could design the topology in Fig. 2, where two
lightpaths are established through nodes 1 and 2. Traffic between nodes 1 and 4 can be
routed through a concatenation of lightpaths, while traffic from 2 to 4 can be routed in
different ways.
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Figure 2: A logical topology over 4 nodes.
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Figure 3: A mapping of the logical topology onto the physical layer.

Note that we are not concerned with the actual implementation of the lightpaths,
i.e. the mapping of the logical topology onto the physical links. For example, the actual
configuration could be that shown in Fig. 3; however, we suppose that the physical link
capacity is enough to carry any reasonable logical topology and that the intermediate
nodes traversed by a lightpath in the physical layer are completely transparent to the
lightpath.

Given nodesi andj, thek-th traffic unit fromi to j (k = 1, . . . , Tij) shall be routed
through a chain of lightpathsPijk, consisting of one or more lightpaths, originating
from i and ending atj. A routing assignment(Pijk)i,j=1,...,N ;k=1,...,Tij

is suitableif
no lightpath appears more thanc times.

Our objective is to minimise the number of lightpaths needed by the logical topol-
ogy: this is equivalent to minimizing the number of opto-electronic conversion devices,
which is our main goal. The problem can be stated as follows.

LOGICAL GROOMING PROBLEM — given a set ofN nodes, a traffic pat-
tern(Tij) and a lightpath capacityc, find a suitable logical topology and a
routing assignment for each traffic unit such that the number of lightpaths
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is minimized.

3 Exact results for regular topologies and lower bounds

In the following section we derive a lower bound for the number of lightpaths in any
problem instance. We also consider some regular topologies and derive exact results
for the number of lightpaths required in these cases. These results will be compared
with those derived through the proposed heuristics in Sec. 4.

3.1 Lower bound

The overall traffic carried by the network is, trivially,

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Tij .

If every lightpath could be completely filled withc traffic units, and no traffic needed to
be routed through more than 1 lightpath, then the number of lightpaths needed would
be

LB =

⌈∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 Tij

c

⌉
.

This number represents a lower bound for the number of lightpaths. In fact, if less than
LB lightpaths were used then at least one traffic unit could not fit.

In case of uniform trafficTij = T , i 6= j, this means that the least number of
wavelengths is

LBuniform =
⌈

TN(N − 1)
c

⌉
,

which results in a lower bound of21 lightpaths forT = 3, N = 8 andc = 8.

3.2 Simple cases

3.2.1 Complete topology

Let’s consider lightpaths between every ordered pair of nodes that needs to commu-
nicate, with hop distance equal to one for every connection. The minimum required
number of lightpaths for connection(i, j) is

Lij =
⌈

Tij

c

⌉
.

The total number of lightpaths is

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

⌈
Tij

c

⌉
.

For instance, ifTij = 3 for i 6= j, c = 8 andN = 8, the total number of lightpaths is
7× 8 = 56.
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3.2.2 Star topology

All lightpaths having a special node (e.g. node 1) as an endpoint. Edge(i, 1), i =
2, . . . , N , carries all traffic outgoing from nodei, and thus requires⌈∑N

j=1 Tij

c

⌉
lightpaths. Incoming traffic to nodei is carried by edge(1, i), requiring⌈∑N

j=1 Tji

c

⌉
lightpaths. In the case of uniform trafficT , edge(i, 1) carries trafficT (N − 1), thus
requiringLi1 = dT (N − 1)/ce outgoing lightpaths. For the same reason, each of the
N − 1 peripheral nodes requiresL1i = Li1 incoming lightpaths, so the overall number
of lightpaths is

2
⌈

T (N − 1)
c

⌉
(N − 1),

which leads to 42 lightpaths for 8 nodes and traffic equal to 3 units per node pair.

3.2.3 Unidirectional ring topology

In this case nodei, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, is connected to nodei + 1, while nodeN is
connected to node1. Let us label the nodes with their source edge labels; the overall
traffic carried by edgei, i = 1, . . . , N , is

Ci =
i∑

h=1

(
N∑

k=i+1

Thk +
h−1∑
k=1

Thk

)
+

N∑
h=i+2

h−1∑
k=i+1

Thk.

Therefore the number of required lightpaths is

Lij =


⌈

Ci

c

⌉
if j = (i mod N) + 1

0 otherwise.

In the case of uniform trafficTij = T , i 6= j, every node(i, i + 1) is crossed by a
path of length 1 (the communications from nodei to nodei + 1), two paths of length 2
and so on, up toN − 1 paths of lengthN − 1. So the total load of an edge is

T · (1 + 2 + · · ·+ (N − 1)) = T
N(N − 1)

2
.

Thus the complete number of lightpaths required is

Lij =


⌈

T N(N−1)
2

c

⌉
if j = (i mod N) + 1

0 otherwise.

There are exactlyN edges on the ring, so the total number of lightpaths is

N

⌈
T N(N−1)

2

c

⌉
,

accounting for88 lightpaths ifT = 3, N = 8 andc = 8.
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1. function assignPath(nodei, nodej) returns lightpathChain
2. find shortest existing lightpath chainLPC
3. from i to j with non-null spare load
4. if not foundLPC
5. P← new lightpath fromi to j
6. LPC= single hop chain (P)
7. returnLPC

Figure 4: the basic Greedy move.

1. function setGreedyTopology
2. erase all lightpaths and all routing information
3. for eachcouple of nodes (i, j) in random order
4. for each traffic unit t ∈ { 1, . . . ,T[i][ j]}
5. LPC← assignPath(i, j)
6. route traffic unitt from nodei to nodej throughLPC
7. for each lightpathP in LPC
8. increase load inP by 1

Figure 5: the Greedy topology algorithm.

4 Greedy and Iterated Greedy schemes

In the following, every lightpath is associated to aload, an integer value reporting the
number of traffic unit routed to that lightpath. Thespare loadof a lightpath is the
capacityc minus its current load, and accounts for the number of traffic units that can
be added to the lightpath before saturating it. Thespare loadof a lightpath chain is the
smallest spare load of its component lightpaths.

The basic component of our greedy scheme is the functionassignPath, shown in
Fig. 4, which tries to route a traffic unit going from nodei to nodej through a chain
of existing lightpaths. The function executes a breadth-first search from nodei through
the logical topology graph that is under construction until nodej is reached. Only
lightpaths having spare capacity of at least 1 are considered (lines 2-3). If no lightpath
chain can be determined (line 4), a new lightpath is created from nodei to nodej (line 5)
and the lightpath chain is instantiated to that single path (line 6).

The overall greedy algorithm, which is shown in Fig. 5, begins by resetting all load
and routing information (line 2) in order to start the assignment from scratch. Then
for each couple of nodes and each traffic unit it invokes functionassignPath(line 5) to
retrieve a lightpath chain suitable for routing that traffic unit. Then it sets all routing
information needed to use the lightpath chain (line 6) and it increases the load of every
lightpath in it by 1 (lines 7-8).

The basic idea of our greedy scheme is that, whenever we need to allocate a route
for a traffic unit, we want to use residual traffic capacity if possible (so that no new
lightpaths must be created), otherwise we prefer a new lightpath with many spare units
of traffic in the hope that future traffic allocations will use it. Of course the heuristic
does not guarantee optimal results. This can be seen experimentally (Sec. 5) and theo-
retically, as the NP-hard multicommodity flow problem can be reduced to this problem,
as shown in [11]. In particular, earlier assignments cannot take advantage of lightpaths
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1. function GRASPIteration
2. for eachcouple of nodes (i, j) in random order
3. for each traffic unit t ∈ { 1, . . . ,T[i][ j]}
4. LPC← routing of traffic unitt from nodei to nodej
5. for each lightpathP in LPC
6. decrease load ofP by 1
7. if load ofP is null
8. delete lightpathP
9. forget routing of traffic unitt from nodei to nodej
10. for each traffic unit t ∈ { 1, . . . ,T[i][ j]}
11. LPC← assignPath(i, j)
12. route traffic unitt from nodei to nodej throughLPC
13. for each lightpathP in LPC
14. increase load inP by 1

Figure 6: theGRASPiteration algorithm.

that have been created only later (this is the main problem of greedy schemes), and
therefore some lightpaths are eventually underused.

To allow older assignments to take advantage of all lightpaths that have been cre-
ated, we can repeatedly apply the same greedy scheme without restarting from scratch
each time; as we can see in Fig. 6, for each couple of nodes we forget everything about
their routing assignment while keeping all other lightpaths (lines 4-9), and rebuild it
just as we did in the greedy scheme (lines 11-14). This time, however, all other couples
of nodes maintain their current assignment, so many lightpaths are available when a
suitable route must be found fromi to j.

By implementing the greedy scheme, followed by repeated application of theGRASPIt-
erationfunction, we obtain an iterated optimization scheme similar to theGRASPtech-
nique [16]. In our case the procedure starts with a feasible state obtained by a greedy
function. Randomness is introduced in the greedy construction and in the iterative
scheme through a random ordering of the nodes.

5 Experimental results

We implemented the greedy andGRASPalgorithms as discussed in Sec. 4 inC++, and
we applied them to various types of traffic. In order to test the system in a very simple
case, we chose to consider auniformpattern where traffic between each pair of nodes is
constantly equal to 3 or 5. Next, we consider aserver-typetraffic matrix where all node
pairs have a unit traffic requirement unless the source node is one of three designated
servers, in which case the required traffic is 10 units. In the first case the traffic matrix
is uniform; in the second case, all entries are equal to 1 with the exception of three
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Figure 7: Uniform traffic, 3 traffic units per node pair, symmetric routing.

rows, equal to 10. In both cases the diagonal is null.

Tuniform =


0 3 3 . . . 3
3 0 3 . . . 3

...
...

...
3 3 3 . . . 0

 Tserver=



0 1 1 . . . 1
1 0 1 . . . 1

...
...

10 10 10
... 10

...
...

1 1 1 . . . 0


As a possible candidate for an alternate startup function we also implemented a

random assignment function such that for every couple of nodes and every traffic unit
a random lightpath chain was determined.

In Figures 7 and 8 we show the comparison among the greedy and random setup
schemes, the two correspondingGRASPtechniques (random- and greedy-initiated) and
the regular star topology discussed in Sec. 3.

In all cases we consider a lightpath capacity ofc = 8 traffic units per lightpath.
Each value shown is the average of five runs; the iterated scheme considers a maximum
of 10,000 random couples of nodes. Thex axis represents the size of the network, while
they axis indicates the number of lightpaths that are established by the algorithm. In
this case, the algorithms have another constraint: because the traffic is symmetric, we
also keep a symmetric routing scheme by iterating through node couples(i, j) such
that i < j. In fact, in the case of symmetric traffic we could use full-duplex optical
links as assumed in [11].

One run of 10000GRASPiterations on a problem instance with uniform traffic
equal to 5 and 20 nodes took 121 seconds on a 500MHz Pentium III Windows PC
with a GNU compiler and the Cygwin Unix API emulation libraries. However, there is
no evidence that such a large number of iterations is necessary: in fact, the minimum
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Figure 8: Uniform traffic, 5 traffic units per node pair, symmetric routing,c = 8.

is always reached in the first 100 iterations. Further investigation will be devoted to
identify a suitable termination criterion.

In both cases (traffic 3 and 5), the greedy algorithm performs better than the random
scheme. However, when theGRASPscheme is used the initial assignment is not impor-
tant and the two curves overlap almost perfectly. In particular, when the traffic is equal
to 5 the greedy-initiatedGRASPscheme improves the solution by10% in the 5-node
case, up to23% in larger graphs. Even though the star topology allows a lower number
of lightpaths when compared to the greedy and random schemes, we have verified that,
when used to initialize theGRASPalgorithm, it does not lead to better results.

In the case of server traffic, the symmetry constraint is obviously not applied, and
the results are shown in Fig. 9. In this case, too, the greedy scheme is slightly better
than random assignment, but the effect on the final solution is negligible when the
GRASPalgorithm is applied.

Conclusions

We have considered a logical topology design problem where the classical routing
problem is complemented with sub-wavelength resolution of traffic. As far as we know,
traffic grooming was considered for mesh networks only in [11] and in [20].

We analysed some regular topologies and we proposed an iterated greedy scheme
for the general case. Experimental analysis on simple cases has shown a significant im-
provement over simple greedy, random and regular topologies when applied to regular
traffic schemes and simple server traffic models. Further investigation will determine
whether our scheme is still competitive under more realistic traffic conditions.

At present, the complete network is revised at every step of ourGRASPapproach.
Future work will be dedicated to experimenting Local Search techniques to allow a
smoother transition of the network logical topology towards the minimum, and possibly
the ability to serve dynamically changing traffic patterns while limiting the amount of
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Figure 9: Server traffic.

lightpath re-organisation required at every step. The consideration of more realistic
traffic conditions is also on the agenda.
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